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1■

At the moment #POTUS is sitting on a stack of #Trump cards, he's just waiting to

unleash a royal flush!

He has court cases that will go to #SCOTUS and thanks to the Texas case, he's

now aware how to file them properly under article 3 not 2, so SCOTUS will be

forced to listen.

2■

#Trump now has the #DNI report. #Barr stepped down and can now be a witness, he did his job. #Durham is special

counsel and can prosecute, in any state.

He’s letting civil, criminal and federal courts fail to handle the situation properly so he can use military tribunals.

3■

#Trump has ALL the data from the #NSA, the #Kraken supercomputer, the #Alice #supercomputer, and likely many more

computers, unknown to us.

He has the dueling electors from 7 state legislatures. He has VP #Pence, as the final arbiter of which ballots to accept.

4■

#Trump has the #InsurrectionAct, the #NDAA, the national emergency, the 14th amendment, the 2018 executive order, the

2017 very first EO, the #Patriot Act, the #FISA warrants, the Declassification of everything, people swearing affidavits by the

1000s.

5■

#Trump has all the statistical data being analyzed along with the videos, emails, phone calls and bank transfer statements

showing the coordination of the #coup d'etat.

He has #RICO and he has the #CrimesAgainstHumanity videos. #Wikileaks just dropped extensive information

6■

and #Assange will be pardoned. Assange can then openly discuss the murder of #SethRich.

Now that the governors and secretary of states certified and #Biden accepted they each committed and knowingly agreed to

acts of #Treason.

#SolarWinds was literally just raided,
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